
SOUL MIRACLES Art Gallery priority is committed to ensuring the highest services  

and full satisfaction for each and every one of our special Clients! 

Each Guest contacting us is treated with a very special attention and kindness. 

We are open to listening to your needs and ready to create special arts, fit your personal energy 

and for your individual order.

GENERAL TERMS

1. Each artwork offered by the gallery is original and unique. Each artwork is signed by the artist

and has a certificate of authenticity.

2. To receive more information about each artwork and its price, the Client is asked to contact us.

3. We offer our free advisory in the case the Client wishes some support with suiting the type of

artwork to the character of interior where the artwork will be exposed.

4. In the case of an individual order of artwork not included in the current offer of the gallery, all

conditions are agreed individually with the Client.

5. The purchased artworks are sent within three (3) days after payment, except for non-working

days. 

6. Delivery time of the purchased item from the moment of dispatch depends on the delivery

address. 

7. The Client shall cover the cost of delivery. In individual cases the cost can be covered in other

ways and is calculated individually with the Client. 

8. Each shipment is insured. 

9. The gallery  reserves  the  right  to  cancel  the  order  in  the  case  when the  order  cannot  be

processed, caused by circumstances beyond the gallery's control. In this case, the gallery shall

reimburse the costs incurred by the Client.

10.  The photos of the artworks for sale presented on the website may slightly differ from the

original objects due to their individual features, in particular in terms of colours and pattern

visibility.

11.  The sale doesn't include copyrights, in particular the right of commercial use of the objects or

their images.

12.  Each artwork exposed in the gallery's website is available for buying.

RETURN POLICY of the damaged item 

1. In the case of a return caused by damage to the item during transport, a protocol drawn up by

the courier is required. Therefore, it is obligatory to verify the item by the buyer in the presence

of the courier. The protocol must be done by the courier. It is also recommended to the buyer,

to prepare the proof confirming damage to the parcel by taking photos of damaged artwork



and/or packaging, and sending them to the gallery.

2. The  payment  will  be  reimbursement  to  the  buyer  immediately  after  the  proof  confirming

damage will be delivered by the courier company.

RETURN POLICY without any reason

3. The Buyer has the right to return the artwork purchased online in the gallery without giving any

reasons within maximum 14 days from the date of its receipt.

4. To make a return, it is obligatory to submit a relevant declaration of will sending email to the

gallery.

5. Returned artwork must be shipped out within three (3) days after confirming with the gallery

that the artwork will be returned. The Buyer covers the cost of delivery, including international

customs fees, if any.

6. The payments shall be reimbursed without any undue delay (within maximum 5 business days)

upon the receipt of the returned object,  provided that the Buyer returns the object in the

unaltered state.

7. The amount owed will be refunded to the Buyer in the same currency and using the same

exchange rate as your original order (minus shipping costs and international customs fees, if

any).

PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION

1. The gallery uses the Buyer's personal data voluntarily provided to the gallery at  the time of

placing an order to ensure proper execution of the order.

2. Personal data might include: full name, email address, postal address and telephone number of

the Buyer. Personal data are processed temporarily during  the time of transaction.

3. Each Buyer has the right to access and correct his/her personal data, as well as  the right to

demand removal  of the data in every moment and before the transaction will  be finished.

Deleting personal data before completing the transaction is tantamount to resignation from the

purchase.

4. The personal data of the Buyers shall be treated as confidential, secured against unauthorized

access and not made available to third parties. They can be made available to operators which

facilitate  ordering  courier  services,  to  postal  operators  and courier  companies  only  for  the

purposes of completing the order.

5. The personal data provided by the Buyer is permanently deleted by the gallery immediately

after the transaction is completed.


